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We create data every minute of every day without even realizing it. Given the amount of information floating around, it’s tempting 
to talk about big data only in terms of size. Although Big Data describes the massive avalanche of digital activity pulsating through 
cables and airwaves, nonetheless,  it is also about gaining insight and valuable information from the data that we were never able to 
obtain before. With every status update we share, every article we read or every photo we upload, we are creating a digital trail that 
tells a story. 

Big Data has the potential to help companies improve operations and make faster, more intelligent decisions based on insight from 
these data trails. These data - when captured, formatted, manipulated, stored, and analyzed can bring tremendous benefits to a 
company; increasing revenues, achieving better customer retention and improving operational efficiency.
 
Learn why Apache Hadoop exists, when to use it, and what resources are required to leverage it successfully. In this 3-hours 
workshop, we present an overview of Apache Hadoop and its components and how it can help decision-makers meet business goals. 
We also highlight various Apache Hadoop use cases in various industries. This Workshop is a good starting point for interested in Big 
Data and Apache Hadoop from CIOs, IT Managers, System Architects to existing and future Data Analysts

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP 

ABOUT THE SPEAKER
Boon Keng, Thong
Boon Keng is an experienced trainer and has been conducting 
training for over 10 years.

He is a Red Hat Certified Architect Level III, Instructor and 
Examiner and teaches the System Administration track for Red 
Hat Enterprise Linux, JBoss EAP Courses and Red Hat Advanced 
Level courses. He is also a Certified Instructor for IBM 
WebSphere Application Server and a Certified Instructor for 
Cloudera Administration Classes for Apache Hadoop which is 
used in Big Data environments.

Boon Keng is a trainer of choice for many clients as he is a 
responsible and committed instructor. He is known to be 
friendly, helpful and patient in teaching. With his experience, 
he helps participants gain a strong understanding of each 
subject matter providing valuable insight and troubleshooting 
assistance during class.

Big Data Overview
•   What is Big Data?
•   What Comes Under Big Data?
•   Benefits of Big Data
•   Big Data Technologies
•   Big Data Challenges
•   Traditional Approach
•   Apache Hadoop as a solution to Big Data
 

Hadoop and Big Data
•   Hadoop Basics
•   Architecture
•   The Ecosystem Tools
•   Hadoop in the Real World

Big Data on Cloudera
Date: 19 October 2018

Time: 9am - 12pm
Venue: Iverson Associates,  Bandar Utama

Register here: https://goo.gl/8NMiZT


